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BY KRISTEN RAY

Portsmouth shoots
down solar array on
West Main Road
‘This is a moving target — the entire solar approval
process,’ zoning board member says
Posted Wednesday, October 24, 2018 11:49 am

PORTSMOUTH — As many in town await the release of a long-anticipated, state-initiated
Solar Model Ordinance Template later this month, the Zoning Board of Review took its
own steps toward bringing order to the messy solar regulatory process last Thursday
when it voted down Kearsarge Energy’s proposal to construct a 3.0-megawatt solar
photovoltaic development at 1330 West Main Road.

Leaving the last meeting in September with more questions than answers, the board spent
much of the Oct. 18 discussion grappling at how to best interpret some of the more vague
guidelines set forth in the Comprehensive Community Plan. 

Numerous residents had already protested the renewable energy company’s claims that
their solar array — bound to 9.6 of the 18.4 total acres zoned as light industrial based on a
previous ruling by the Superior Court — meets the development requirements outlined in
the ordinance. With Kearsage barred from extending the array more than 40 feet into the
remaining commercially zoned land, they said the developers shouldn’t be allowed to
include that portion of the parcel in their calculations. 

“You can’t have your cake and eat it too,” argued resident David Croston. 

Kearsarge, on the other hand, had repeatedly stated their procedure was simply the
industry standard and was consistent with their interpretation of Portsmouth’s plan. 
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“Every single town in Rhode Island, we’ve followed the same methodology,” said Andrew
Bernstein, Kearsarge managing partner.

While Town Solicitor Kevin Gavin guided the board toward that approach and said it
should consider the entire parcel of land in a decision, he conceded it was entirely up to
zoners on how they wanted to interpret whether the array itself constituted a structure or
not. If they went by Kearsarge’s calculations — based on the individual panels themselves
— the project would meet the development requirements of 25 percent or less as of right.
If they instead went by the perimeter of the entire array, the project would suddenly swell
to roughly double that amount.

Though previous applications have seen the board agree with the former methodology,
Chairman James Edwards advocated they reconsider their approach. The support from his
fellow board members was unanimous. 

“This is a moving target — the entire solar approval process,” said member John Borden.

After voting 5-0 in favor of considering the array as a type of structure and using its
perimeter when calculating lot coverage, board members further surprised Kearsarge
when they opted to deny a continuance, preventing any further debate or variance
requests at this time. 

The grave for their proposal, it appeared, had been dug. 

From skepticism over proper screening methods to concerns over overdevelopment, each
member felt as if they couldn’t move forward with Kearsarge’s application as it currently
stood.

“I believe it’s very important to the people of Portsmouth to have the opportunity to
debate, discuss and decide what special regulations we and they want moving forward
before we allow additional arrays to come into town,” said board member Benjamin
Furriel. 

Many in the audience applauded the board’s decision.

“There’s all kinds of ways these developers accommodate residents, and I saw none of that
in this proposal,” said Julie Munafo of Wingover Farm in Tiverton. 

Awaiting template

Others are hopeful the template the O�ce of Energy Resources and Division of Statewide
Planning (OER) is unveiling will help Portsmouth better tackle the onslaught of solar
applications its facing. 

“With those in place, it might be more helpful for us to navigate such a new industry,” said
resident Lark Rodrigues. 

According to the OER’s website, the �nal draft of the template is slated for release on
Friday, Oct. 26. Assistance with implementing or adopting solar siting ordinances is set to
begin next month.
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